ON THE p-PRIMARY OBSTRUCTIONS TO FINDING A CROSS-SECTION ROBERT RIGDON
ABSTRACT. Let q: T -B be a (weak) fibration, and let p be an odd prime.
In this paper, we show that the existence of a fiber-preserving map A: T -T having certain properties implies that the p-primary obstructions to a cross-section of q vanish. Assuming that q: T -B has a cross-section, we prove a related theorem which bears on the problem of enumerating the homotopy classes of cross-sections of q.
Introduction.
In this section we state the two main theorems (I and II) of this paper. These theorems are proved in §2 and some applications are given in §4.
Let q: T -> B be a weak fibration (in the sense of Dold [5]) with fiber F over ¿>_ £ B. Assume that F is in -l)-connected, 72 > 1, and that B has the homotopy type of a connected CW complex and is 272-coconnected.
(Recall that a space X is said to be /e-coconnected if for every local system Y of abelian groups over X, we have HqiX; Y) = 0, q > k.) Let 0ÍT) be the single obstruction (see Larmore [7] ) to a cross-section of q: T -> B.
Suppose that A: T -> T is a fiber-preserving map covering the identity map of B, and let a: F -» F be the restriction of A. Before stating Theorem I, we need the following Definition.
Let p be an odd prime. If G is an abelian group and a: 
